In recent years, large-volume contents delivery have been growing and P2P technology has been a roaring success. However, P2P have some inherent problems, and it would bring severe effect in mobile internet. For example, excessive equality between two peers burdens the backbone network; the security defect worries all of users, etc. To solve this problem, we propose a new telecommunication model based on P4P in mobile internet. P4P system can choose more efficient peers so as to reduce network traffic ， relieve the pressure on the network , enhance the safety, and improve users satisfaction. So a blend of P4P and mobile internet can cover the shortage of P2P and bring a completely new development concept of mobile internet. 
Abstract
According to the analysis on current restoration mechanisms, a signaling-double-aggregation-based resource-efficient restoration (SDABRER) scheme is presented in this paper which realizes low restoration latency, low protocol overhead and high network resource efficiency concurrently by aggregating the generalized multi-protocol label switching (GMPLS) signaling operations twice according to the distribution characteristics of the services. Experimental results show that the SDABRER performs better than the local restoration and pre-planned restoration schemes in large-scale wavelength switched optical network (WSON) concerning the above three restoration performance metrics. researched. An inter-domain routing optimization algorithm based on improved ant colony algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm can achieve the routing optimization under multi-constraint condition, and can acquire the working and backup paths at one time for network survivability as well. Simulation experiments indicate that the algorithm can reduce the congestion Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, Beijing, China nanli@bupt.edu.cn, ee07b507@gmail.com, joe.xfang@gmail.com Abstract In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), where the battery supply is extremely limited, reduction in transmission is necessary for lengthening the life span of the networks. However, the QoS of transmission is always impaired when data aggregation mechanisms are applied. In this article, we put forward a new approach-Adaptive Data Aggregation Mechanism (ADAM) to solve this dilemma, based on a unique characteristic in WSNs on LEACH protocol: the resemblance of data sent from neighboring nodes. Adopting ADAM, the cluster head examines the statistical characters of packets received from surrounding nodes to achieve the optimal aggregation parameters, breaks the data into blocks and then use a shorter data pattern to represent repeating blocks in transmission so as to minimize inter-node level redundancy. At the sink, applying the inverse-operation, the original information can be totally recovered. The specific message formats, the algorithm and the parameters such as frame size and block size are devised and tested in the following passages. And from the simulation, we prove the effectiveness of ADAM in realizing data fusion with remarkable compression ratio and thus expanding the lift-time of the networks.
Keywords: wireless sensor networks; adaptive data aggregation; power consumption; LEACH protocol WAVELENGTH SHIFTING OF GUIDE-MODE RESONANCE FILTER FOR SENSOR NETWORKS Bo Yuan, Fan Zhang Institute of Lightwave Technology, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing, China yuanbo610@163.com Abstract In this paper, the wavelength shifting of Guided-mode resonance filter for sensor networks is investigated. It is demonstrated that the resonant wavelength will shift to longer wavelength as any one of parameters of guided-mode resonance filter increasing. And the period, the thickness of the grating change is liner related to the wavelength shifting. The characteristic of the wavelength drifting demonstrated in this paper can be useful for optical sensors systems and sensor networks. based on filtered Multitone Modulation is proposed, which can largely reduce the leakage of residual source of power by adopting uncrossed sub-channels. Analysis and simulation results indicate that the scheme proposed in this paper has much more advantages than MB-OFDM UWB system in spectrum control and spectral efficiency. In cognitive radio systems, cooperative spectrum sensing among cognitive users is necessary in order to increase the reliability of detection. However,when the number of cognitive users tends to be very large, the system overhead for reporting their sensing results to the common receiver will be huge. In this paper, we present a novel efficient cooperative spectrum sensing scheme based on orthogonal waveforms design. By designing mutual orthogonal waveforms for different sensing bits, all the users are allowed to transmit their sensing information simultaneously on the same available band. Analytical results demonstrate that it can significantly outperform TDMA and FDMA schemes on the improvement of the transmission efficiency, especially for large-scale CR networks. Keywords: cognitive radio; cooperative spectrum sensing; orthogonal waveforms; spectrum coding 
